
Crystals 
for Divine 
Awareness



Dravite / Brown Tourmaline

Smoky Quartz

Hematite

Red Garnet

Before undertaking any intuitive work, it's important to ground

yourself fully. Psychic protection is immensely important, too. These

crystals will help to ground and protect you. 



Lepidolite Mica

When you're working in different realms, it's important to make

sure to protect yourself with something that can guard you between

the various dimensions. These crystals will do so.

Rainbow Fluorite

Black Tourmaline with Mica

Labradorite



Cavansite

Dogtooth Calcite

Chevron Amethyst

Rutilated Quartz

As you meditate, it's likely that you'll want to go deeper by quieting

the "noise" and by increasing your focus and your connection to

yourself. These crystals will help you.



Angelite

Danburite

Celestite

Selenite

You may like to connect with the angels for spiritual support. There

are guardian angels, archangels, and specialized angels who are able

to help you if you request their assistance. These crystals will

amplify your connection with the angels. 



Carnelian

Purpurite

Optical Calcite

Ruby

Ascended masters are high-vibration beings who may help you on

your path. Past spiritual leaders like Buddha, Ganesha, Kwan Yin,

and Jesus are ascended masters. You must request the help of the

ascended masters to receive their support. These crystals will help

you connect with the ascended masters.



Green Apophyllite

Green Prehnite with Epidote

Green Fluorite

Moss Agate

As you're working in the higher realms, you may come into contact

with the fairies, also known as fae. These crystals will assist you in

communicating with the fairies, who can help with everything from

land maintenance to financial abundance.



Astrophyllite

Moldavite

Dumortierite

Phenacite

It's possible to connect with star beings when you're working in

other realms. Star beings are individuals from other star systems,

including Pleiades, Andromeda, Lyra, and more. Highly intelligent

and psychic, star beings are generally interested in the welfare of

the Universe and those residing in it. 



Apophyllite

Copper

Clear Quartz

Kyanite

In addition to connecting with the various realms, you may enjoy

using your psychic skills for healing. When practicing Reiki, crystal

therapy, or other forms of energy therapy, work with these crystals

to amplify the energy sent and received.



If you're interested in the topics discussed in 

this e-book, you may be interested in my new 

Divine Awareness program. 

 

Divine Awareness is a year-long apprenticeship

program providing high-level, next-era training in

everything you need to know to run a successful

and sustainable intuitive healing business.  I'd love

for you to join us. 

 

More information is available at

www.divineawareness.net.

Wondering what's next?


